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You mention that your time in Heaven can help us live life on
earth. How did you come to write this book?
I was quite literally encouraged to get serious about telling
my story in a divine dream.
What is your background?
Spiritually I was raised as an orthodox Episcopalian. I am very
familiar with the liturgy and elegance of formal high church
expressions. I am now simply a Christ follower embracing
many traditions.
What are bubbles of Heaven?
Bubbles of the Kingdom of Heaven are spaces, places, and
times where the current reality of this world are temporarily
held back to allow the Kingdom of Heaven to reign supreme
in unfettered ways. The “bubbles” are a perfect icon because
they ignite, expand into the current surroundings, last for a
relatively short time and then pop, leaving us in the wonderful
afterglows of being in the presence of the Kingdom of Heaven.
Each encounter leaves us with a residue which continues to
change us. It changes us in deep, resounding ways.
How did you discover your purpose?
Years of thought, study, and prayers. My teaching is designed
to help people learn how to live a life of anticipation more
quickly than I did, reducing the time to become proficient.
I will hasten to say this is not totally and intellectual exercise.
It requires more than just head knowledge — it is also about
experiential learning by doing. Faith and works.
Why do you think most people struggle in knowing
their purpose?
Determining purpose is divinely inspired. We live in a world
dominated by a tangible world view. My work effectively
bridges both worlds of thought, bringing about personal
transformation and development.
In your book, Life After Heaven, you mention experiencing
Heaven in six facets. What are those six facets and what does
that mean for us?
The Kingdom of Heaven can be experienced (as I have

discovered so far) in six different facets. Spiritual, Practical,
Vocational, Emotional, Insight, and Time. Each facet seems
to have different triggers. I have completed a three hour
set of audio teachings encompassing each of the six facets
complete with the keys to the look for to anticipate bubbles
of the Kingdom of Heaven. Beyond the keys, the rest is
about volunteering and having courage to step out into
circumstances where the Kingdom of Heaven can then
expand and lives can be impacted.
What do you think most people misunderstand about
God and Heaven?
Many people have a mis-perception of God and Heaven.
We often think of the Kingdom of Heaven as somewhere
way distant from us and therefore God is also somehow
removed from what we encounter day-to-day. My message
is the Kingdom of Heaven is closer than we think and
everyone can experience it repeatedly and should.
Why do you think Jesus sent you back to earth?
To be a bridge between the life here and the life in
the hereafter.
Did Jesus give you insight to why we suffer so much
pain on earth?
No, my time in Heaven was dedicated to why my life was
what it was and that Christ made all of it okay.
What will people gain from reading your book?
According to the feedback I have received, many have
experienced the Kingdom of Heaven as they read.
They have expressed a desire for more resources which
we are working to provide electronically and in public
forums. This is a learned skill and adopted lifestyle.
How can people learn more about your book?
Read and then interact with our electronic presence at
www.stevenmusick.com. We intend to be more public in
teaching and presentations which are then put up on our
Web presence. We are in the planning stages for doing
events here in Denver.
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